
Greenwood, Carol

From: Gibson, Kathy .• •---
Sent: Saturday, February 05, 2011 10:35 PM
To: Scott, Michael
Subject: Re: Key personnel for uncertainty

We may need to expand our reach. I believe the other RES divisions and other offices also have work with SOARCA
contract personnel. Not sure about those involved with uncertainty.

From: Scott, Michael
To: Kelly, Joseph; Zaki, Tarek; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Elkins, Scott; Hoxie, Chris; Lee, Richard; Santiago, Patricia;
Armstrong, Kenneth; Bajorek, Stephen; Boyd, Christopher; Rubin, Stuart; Sherbini, Sami; Tinkler, Charles; Voglewede,
John; Zigh, Ghani
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Fri Feb 04 09:26:33 2011
Subject: FW: Key personnel for uncertainty

By RES Front Office direction, completion of SOARCA this year has top priority in RES. As a result, activities
competing for resources must not result in failure to complete SOARCA as scheduled. Pat Santiago has listed
below the key contractor folks supporting SOARCA. She has asked them to identify any conflicts but has not
been entirely successful in getting that information. Accordingly, we need your help.

If you or your staff have tasked or will task any of the contractor resources listed below in 2011, please get with
Pat Santiago to ensure you and she coordinate use of these resources. Any resource conflict that threatens
the SOARCA end date (product to be conveyed to Commission by SECY Paper on 12/15/11), and cannot be
resolved at the branch level, needs to be brought to Kathy's and my attention. The default position is that
SOARCA takes priority. But: (1) we will of course listen to arguments to the contrary, and (2) having lower
priority just means a tougher task - finding another way to succeed at the lower-priority task without causing
unacceptable impact on SOARCA. Communication at all levels will be essential to resolve conflicts.

We are counting on the team spirit that you all possess in abundance to succeed. Please see me if you have
questions or concerns about this e-mail.

Thanks

Mike

From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Chang, Richard; Ghosh, Tina
Subject,. FW: Key personnel for uncertainty

Mike,

These are the key folks on SOARCA at various times during the project. The SOARCA schedule has some
flexibility but we need to meet specific dates for completion of products.

If other RES divisions are using these SNL/Dycoda key contractors, we would coordinate timing as we" have
been doing somewhat with DRA. This coordination of work priorities would help us tremendously ensure the
SOARCA product is delivered on the new schedule.
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Yvonne McClellan- Project PM and working on peer Review Comments
Kyle Ross- ISLOCA/ Appendix B in general
Nate Bixler- MAACS for Appendix A+B -- to provide MAACS parameter distributions and ranges (with
exception of emergency response ones which Joe Jones has already completed) with written technical bases
for the uncertainty NUREG/CR, reviewing MACCS results and write-up for NUREG/CR
Randy Gauntt- All Appendices and main report- barium writeup and RIC slides; can assist in uncertainty
analysis
Patrick Mattie -uncertainty analysis
Joe Jones - to provide MAACS evacuation parameter distributions uncertainty NUREG/CR, reviewing MACCS

Don Kalinich -computational runs with MELCOR for uncertainty analysis (but others could do that if Don
becomes unavailable)

cyoda
Mark Leonard- MELCOR for Appendix A+ Appendix A in general (thereafter uncertainty MELCOR parameters
and written technical basis
KC Waqner- Assisting on ISLOCA

ORNL
Keith Eckerman -- MAACS parameter distributions and health risk training for staff

From: Scott, Michael
To: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thu Feb 03 07:38:32 2011
Subject: PLEASE SEND ME...

... a list/description of the Sandia folks working on SOARCA. I plan to send out a non-interference e-mail to all
regarding those people.

Thanks
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